INTRODUCTION
Automata and language theory have close connections to the study of semigroups and monoids. In the study of free monoids and their subsets considérations concerning larger classes of monoids are often useful. For example, Eilenberg showed how varieties of monoids can be used to classify various classes of regular languages.
Based on ideas from automata and language theory Eilenberg defined in an arbitrary monoid the classes of recognizable and rational subsets. The purpose of this paper is to establish another link between language and semigroup theory by defining in an arbitrary monoid the class of L rational subsets. This définition, is again based on language theory, more precisely, the theory of Lindenmayer Systems (see Rozenberg and Salomaa [4] ). The resulting family appears very natural also from an algebraic point of view. The différence between the définitions of rational and L rational subsets is that the Kleene closure is replaced by morphic closure.
A brief outline of the contents of the paper follows. Section 2 contains the définition of L rational subsets of a monoid. In Section 3 we discuss the connections between L rational sets and HDTOL languages. It is seen that in the framework of L rationality, DTOL and HDTOL languages play the sarne role as regular languages in the case of rational subsets. In Section 4 we dëfine L rational relations and transductions. We establish an analogue of Ni vat's theorem for L rational transductions and give many exarnples. We also show that rational transductions are L rational transductions. Finally, in Section 5 we define the star height of an L rational set and show that star height induces an infinité hierarchy in the genera! case.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics conceming rational sets and transductions (see Berstel [1] ) and Lindenrnayer Systems (see Rozenberg and Salomaa [4] ). 
DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES
is given by (h\ -h ... -f h s )* (A). This is the basic reason why we allow more than one morphism in (iii) of Définition 2.1. Note that in Rat (M) we can solve the analogous équation
where A r 5i,...,B 5 Ç M. Condition (ii) of Définition 2.1 guarantees that LRat (M) is a subsemiring of V (M) closed under endomorphisms of M. In the case of rational sets closure under morphisms follows from the other conditions. For L rational sets, on the contrary, this has to be postulated separately. Indeed, dénote X -{a, b}, define the morphisms ƒ, g : 2 and consider the least subsemiring TZi of V (X*) satisfying (i) and (iii) with H -{fr-ff}-It is easy to see that each infinité set in 1Z\ has minimal alphabet X. Therefore, because the language {a, fr 2 ,, a 4 , & 8 , } belongs to TZi, the family *R,\ is not closed under W-morphic image.
The other conditions of (ii) cannot be deleted either. The necessity of A U B E 1Z is seen by considering the case 7i = 0. To see the necessity of AB E 72-consider again X* = {a, b}* and define the morphism h : X* -> X* by fe(a) = /i(fr) = 6 2 . Then the least family 72 2 satisfying (i), (iii) and the first and third condition of (ii) with H = {h} has the property that each language in 72 2 contains only finitely many words having letter a. On the other hand, the set {a&, ab Therefore,
Finally,
In what follows we consider the empty seïto be a DTOL and an HDTOL language. To conclude this section we define the sets corresponding to HDTOL languages in arbitrary monoids. DÉFINITION 
2.2: Suppose M is a monoid and H Ç End (M). A subset A Ç M is called an H-DTOL set if there exist m e M and h\,..., h s e H such that A= {hi +... + h s )*(m) or A -%. A subset A Ç M is called an H-HDTOL set if there exist m e M and h, h\,..., h$ G H such that
If H = End (M) and A Ç M is an W-HDTOL set, we call A an HDTOL set of M:
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN L RATIONAL SETS AND HDTOL SETS
We first characterize the L rational subsets of free monoids. Without loss of generality, we assume that the his are endomorphisms of X\, h maps X\ into X* and the gjS are endomorphisms of X* where Xi is an alphabet such that X n X\ -0. Extend /i ? ;, h and #j to endomorphisms of (X LJ Xi)* by hi (x) -h{x) = x, gj (xi) = xi for x G X, xi G Xi, 1 < * ^ 5, 1 < j < p. Then X*) C UA'ÇS TO) X f t nüe LRat (X*). Proof: Inclusion follows because each regular language is an HDTOL language (see Culik II [2] ). Proper inclusion follows because there are DTOL languages which are not regular. D
In gênerai, L rational subsets of a monoid M are not HDTOL sets of M. Note that Proposition 3.1 only shows that an L rational subset of the free monoid X* is an HDTOL set in a free monoid F* where Y is an alphabet, usually much larger than X. Then necessarily x, yi,...,yjfc are °dd. Hence, for large é, the binary représentation of (1 + 2 i )yi G B contains more than two nonzero digits. This contradiction proves the claim.
The next theorem establishes the basic connection between L rational subsets of a monoid and DTOL languages. 
L RATIONAL TRANSDUCTIONS
To generalize the notion of a rational transduction we first define L rational relations. We first establish a counterpart of Nivat's theorem (see Berstel [1] ) for L rational relations. 
K = g(h! + ... + ht)* {w) = g(K).
Because 5 is sufficiently large there exist alphabetic morphisms a : Z\ -» X* and j3 : Z\ -> y* such that
Hence (iii) holds true. The équivalence of (ii) and (iv) and is clear. Next, assume that (ii) holds and X n Y -0. We may assume that Z n(X UY) = 0. Define the morphism g : Z* -> (Z U X U Y")* by g (z) = 0(/> (z) ip (z) for 2; G Z. As in a previous paragraph it is seen that g(K) is a DTOL language. Hence , il> (k))\k eK} = A.
Hence (v) holds true.
To conclude the proof it suffices to show that (ii) implies (i). Again, we may assume that Zn(lu7)^0. Example 4.1: Because L\ -{a n cb 2 ' n \n > 0} is a DOL language, the mapping T\ : a* -» a* defined by r\ (a n ) = a 2 ' for n > 0, is an L rational transduction.
Example 4.2: Suppose (uj n ) n >o is a DOL séquence over the alphabet X. Choose two new letters a, c $ X. Then L2 = {a n ccü n \n > 0} is a DOL language. Therefore the transduction rg defined by r% (a n ) = a)^ for n > 0, is an L rational transduction. (Hère \w\ is the length of the word tu)..
It follows that if P (x) G N [x] is a polynomial then the mapping
is an L rational transduction.
vol. 31, n° 1, 1997 Example 4.3: Suppose (u n ) n >o and (v n ) n >o are DOL séquences where u n , v n G X* for n > 0. Suppose that {t%|n > 0} is infinité. Define the transduction T3 by^"
Hence, T3 translates the séquence (u n ) to the séquence (i> n ). We claim that T3 is L rational. Let y be a new alphabet isomorphic to X such that X H y = 0 and (^J n ) be the isomorphic copy of (t; u ). Then the set {u n Vn\n > 0} is a DOL language. Hence the claim follows by Theorem 4.2.
Example 4.4: Suppose X is a finite alphabet. Define the mapping T4 : X* -> X* by T4(w) ~ w, w ^ X*, where w is the reversai of u>. We claim that T4 is an L rational transduction. For the proof, suppose Y is an alphabet isomorphic to X such that X DY = $ and dénote the isomorphic copy of w G X* by wy-Choose a letter c^IUY. Then it is easy to see that L4 -{wcwy\w G X*} is a DTOL language. This implies the claim. Hence (ri o r 2 ) ({a, 6}*) = üfi n if 2 . Because Ki n £T 2 is not an ETOL language {see Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [3] ), if follows by CoroUary 4.6 that T\ o r 2 is not L rational.
L RATIONAL STAR HEÏGHT
In this section we define the notion of star height of an L rational set and discuss the infinity of the star height hierarchy in various monoids. Next, consider a set B\ + B|. Suppose first that B\ + B% has width 5 +1. Then ^2 has width s + i -1 or s 4-1. By the inductive hypothesis, the star height of B2 is at least 5. This is not possible because B2 E L^Rat 5 _i (N).
Hence A is a finite union of singletons and sets of the form B\ + B\ none of whieh has width s + t. Therefore the width of A cannot equal s + t. This contradiction proves the lemma. D Indeed, Ai has star height one. Furthermore, if A s has star height at most 5, so has 1 + h{A s ). Hence, A s +i has star height at most 5 + 1.
• To conclude this section we give a nontrivial example of a finite star height hierarchy.
Let XQO be an infinité alphabet and consider the free monoid M -X^. Let H be the set of endomorphisms of M such that h(x) -x for almost all x G XOQ. If A e L^Rat (M) then it is easy to see by L rational induction that there exists a finite alphabet X such that A E LRat(X*). Hence, by Proposition 3.1, A is an HDTOL language. It follows that the star height of an infinité set A G L-^Rat (M) with respect to H is one. Hence, in this case the star height hierarchy collapses.
